About River & Streams!

Hello! Today we will tell you about Rivers & Streams. In our first paragraph we will tell you about five animals that live in our ecosystem. In our second paragraph we will tell you about plants in our ecosystem. Last but not least we will talk about the things that are harmful to our ecosystem. Let's get started.

Now we will tell you about the five animals. The first animal is the River Otter. The river otter searches for food in the water trying to catch fish, frogs, and other small aquatic animals. They measure 84-130 centimeters. Their predator is the kingfisher. The second animal is the raccoon. They hunt crayfish, clams, frogs, and small fish. The third animal is the white tailed deer. They eat twigs, green leaves, nuts, and fungi. They grow up to 132-198 centimeters. The fourth animal is the crayfish. It eats algae. Its predator is the otter and raccoon. Also the king fisher. The fifth animal is the Kingfisher! The Kingfisher eats fish, tadpoles, salamanders, frogs, and insects. Now we will talk about the plants.
Okay so now we are talking about the plants. The first plant is algae; it lives in groups. It looks like slime. The second plant is the black willow. The black willow is very kind to animals and provides food for the white-tailed deer. The third plant is the cottonwood; the cottonwood helps animals because the leaves fall in the water, the insects go to get them for food which provides water animals food. The fourth plant is the scarrymore. It provides animals dens and cover for the fish. Now I will talk about the threats to this population of rivers and streams.

The main threats to this population is global warming. So, humans should try to conserve energy. Global warming will also be a threat to other ecosystems and humans. The other threat is that the factories are killing fish and messing up the food chain. So, don't put too much for stories here. The other threat is humans are fishing too much some animals store. So, don't eat so much.
Don't eat too much fish.

Now we're am ending the story. "We hoped you liked it. We also hope you learned how to save energy and that it can harm animals. You also know now most of the plants and animals that live in Missouri. Have a good day."

Bye!